Whereas book reviews in mainstream media outlets reach huge audiences, and their effects are obvious, the effects of reviews in scholarly outlets-and therefore the reason publishers do the work to land them-are harder to quantify. Yet scholarly book reviews play an important role in the long-term perception of a scholarly work and in the larger ecology of scholarship. This essay explains a bit about how scholarly book reviews work and why publishers believe they are valuable.
In the marketing department at the University of Chicago Press, my staff and I work on two types of book: trade and scholarly. The trade books almost always have some appeal to scholars as well, but our aim is to get them out to general readers-and, as part of that, to get them reviewed in the major media outlets where those readers learn about books.
And it works. We get reviews quickly, they trip our Google alerts, authors see them and excitedly send links, and sales reflect the attention. Trade reviews are the quick-gratification dopamine fix of publicity: they arrive right when you want them and have an obvious effect on a book's sales and reputation.
The fate of scholarly books could not be more different. With them, there's waiting. A lot of waiting. It's probably the most frustrating moment for an author in the whole process of publishing a scholarly book: you've put years of work into your book, and now it's finally in your hands and out in the world and . . . there's no response. That delay is in part a function of the difference in the marketing approach for trade and scholarly books. With trade books, the outlets we target want to have materials to work with well ahead of the publication date-as far as six months ahead-and they're willing to work from an imperfect text to get it. So we make bound galleys from the first uncorrected page proofs and send those. Scholarly journals, however, won't look at galleys, because, appropriately for their mission, they prize accuracy above speed. What scholars, after all, would want peers reviewing their book before it is as close to perfect as it will get? And what review editor would want to risk having a review hinge on a detail-a confusingly incorrect date, for example-that turns out to have been a typo rather than an indication of scholarly weakness? So we wait; we don't send anything to scholarly journals until we have finished printed books in hand.
That desire for accuracy, however, also guarantees delays. Whereas a New York Times book review can appear right at the moment a new release is first appearing in bookstores, that's when scholarly review outlets are just getting started-looking the book over, deciding whether it's worth reviewing, and, if so, figuring out who should review it. Add in the more infrequent publication schedule of journals, the desire for reviewers themselves to be extremely careful and thorough, and the relatively low priority that turning in a review would tend to have among a scholar's many obligations, and you start to see why we never count on seeing scholarly reviews until a book has been out at least six months. Frequently, we're kept waiting a year or more. I have more than once received review tear sheets for books that had been published five years earlier.
All of this makes it hard to assess the effect of scholarly reviews. The majority of sales for a new monograph come in its first year, with libraries playing a big part. Most of those early library sales are rooted in the reputation of the publisher and its strengths in various fields. These considerations are the foundation of the approval plans that larger academic libraries use to all but automate their new book purchases. A library specifies to its wholesalers that every book in field X by publisher Y under a price point of Z will automatically be shipped to it for approval. Later sales can be affected by reviews: a librarian reads one and decides the book is important enough to be acquired, a faculty member reads one and requests the book from the library, or a library gets enough requests from patrons to trigger a purchase under a patron-driven acquisition process. But those later sales are rarely going to come close to the initial batch.
The effect of scholarly reviews is more noticeable in two other realms: with individual scholars who read a review and decide they need the book for their own work, and with faculty who are preparing courses and are led by a review to think that a book will be suitable. In these days of increasing adjunctification and diminishing research budgets, that former category is shrinking; for the priciest of monographs it's non-existent. Interest in course adoption, meanwhile, tends to develop slowly. Not only do course adoptions still very much favour paperbacks (which means hardcover monographs are already destined to wait a year or more before widespread adoption), but also instructors tend to want confirmation from the journals in their field that a book is sound before they will put in the effort to determine how to fit it into their teaching. That's why, in a lot of fields, most publishers schedule course adoption mailings only once a book has been out for a while-a course adoption email or flyer that quotes pithily from three or four reviews (with an eye toward reviews by prominent figures in prominent outlets) is more effective than one that merely reproduces the blurbs from scholars that were solicited ahead of publication. No matter how strong the praise in a solicited blurb, there will always be people who assume it's the result of logrolling; reviews are, rightly, viewed as more objective and trustworthy. In disciplines that deal with topical issues-political science, for example-the turnover of course books tends to be quicker. In general, however, new course books in the humanities establish themselves slowly.
So if scholarly reviews take forever to appear and don't tend to have a major effect on sales, why do publishers solicit them? It comes back to our mission. The goal of our whole publishing program is to promote and disseminate scholarship. Our trade-publishing program partakes in that mission, publishing intellectually sound books that bring new ideas out of the academy and into the general cultural conversation. But our scholarly publishing remains the heart of that mission, and that means doing everything we can to make our books part of the ecosystem of scholarship. Reviews in scholarly journals remain a key component of assessing books in the academy. Those reviews are the first step in processes that are central to scholarly communication, from their role in making researcher reputations within a discipline to their function of introducing new contributions to the arena of discussion and debate, where those contributions are eventually built on or superseded. A book may be specialised enough that it will never reach more than a modest audience. But if our press decides that the book is important enough to publish, we want to make sure that audience finds out about it and the book takes its place within
